Job-pardy (Jeopardy Job Game)
Instructions and Sample Game Board
Supplies Needed:
Paper and Tape or large sticky notes
Chalk board/ White board
Chalk/Dry Erase Marker
2 buzzers (optional)
Categories:
Interviewing - Resume’ writing - World of Work – Occupations - Future
Planning
Place the five categories across the top of the board. Below each category, you
should write the answers (jeopardy format); five for each category should work
well. Cover the answers with paper/sticky notes with the point values on them.
Divide the students into two teams, or if the class is very small, students may
play singles against each other. If you have an odd number of students, you may
choose to select someone to be a score keeper. Teams take turns choosing a
category and point value within that category. They then come up with the
question that fits with the answer. The instructor may want to throw in a Double
Job-pardy answer where the students get doubled points. The team with the
most points at the end of the game wins.
Example of what the board would look like:
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Job-Pardy Game
Questions and Answers
Interviewing:
Answer
Mock interview
Extend your hand for a handshake or
just shake hands
Resume
15 minutes early
Thank you note

Resume writing
Answers
One page
Three
Work experience or transferrable skills
Education
Job application

World of Work
Answers
Part time
Salary

Direct Deposit
Accommodation

Entry level position

Questions:
What do you call a practice interview?
What is the first thing you do when you
enter the interview room?
What should you bring to an interview?
When should you get to an interview?
What do you send after an interview?

Questions
How long should your resume be?
How many references should you have
ready to attach to a resume?
What is it called when you write about
your past activities?
Which part of your resume tells about
your schooling?
What is used instead of a resume and
must be filled out completely?

Questions
What is name for a job under 35 hours
per week?
What do you call a job that has a set
amount of pay per year divided into
equal payments?
What do you call when your paycheck
goes into a bank account?
What do you ask for to help you do the
best job possible, because your
disability may hinder your performance
without it?
What is the name that describes the
position most people start with when
they join a company?

Occupations
Answers
CareerCenters
Bachelor’s degree
O*Net or Occupational Handbook
Construction and/or technical jobs
Medical field

Future Planning
Answers
Values
Your long-term goal
SODA

Vocational Rehabilitation

Yourself

Questions
Where are places in Maine that people
can go to get help with a job search?
A four year degree is called?
Name a place to look for occupations
that we described in this workshop?
Plumbers, electricians, carpenters all
describe what type of occupation?
What is the fastest growing occupation
in Maine? one that is recession proof?

Questions
What describes how you categorize
what is most important to you?
What describes your vocational choice
in 5 years?
What process have you learned in this
workshop to help you make future
vocational choices?
What is the name of the agency that
helps people with disabilities with
employment?
What is the name of the person
responsible for success in the
workplace?

